
Code: 17E00410 
 

MBA IV Semester Regular & Supplementary Examinations September 2020 
CORPORATE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

(For students admitted in 2017 & 2018 only) 
 

Time: 3 hours                                                                                                           Max. Marks: 60 
 

All questions carry equal marks 
***** 

SECTION – A 
(Answer the following: 05 X 10 = 50 Marks) 

 

1 (a) Explain the importance of information management in companies. 
 (b) Discuss the various problems faced in information management today. 

OR 
2  List out and outline the steps involved in environment analysis with regard to information. How 

does environment analysis impact IT strategy? 
   
3  Why is innovation important for a firm? How will you organize for it? Explain the steps involved in 

establishing collaboration for innovation. 
OR 

4 (a) Explain the concept of business network with two examples. 
 (b) Explain the terms differentiation, interdependence and ownership in the context of business 

networks. 
   
5 (a) Explain the role of IT in information processing. 
 (b) How will you leverage infrastructure to set up a communication network for information flow 

facilitation? 
OR 

6 (a) Discuss the various problems associated with common IT technology options. 
 (b) What are the most reliable technology options usable in IT networks? 
   
7 (a) What is incremental outsourcing? Explain using two examples. 
 (b) Explain the advantages and disadvantages of outsourcing. 

OR 
8  List out and explain four outsourcing opportunities that are available today. What are the issues 

associated with managing relationships with outsourcing agencies? 
   
9  Describe the different categories of projects. Explain two control tools used in project 

management. 
OR 

10 (a) Describe two project planning tools used today. 
 (b) Explain the principles of effective project management. 
   

SECTION – B 
(Compulsory question, 01 X 10 = 10 Marks) 

11  Case Study: Problem 
  You have been asked to set up an information system for the police stations in your city to 

facilitate exchange of vital information related to law and order in and around your city. What 
technologies will you consider for the same? Discuss the various information gathering and 
processing technologies involved. Explain in detail about the project for implementing the same. 

***** 
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MBA IV Semester Supplementary Examinations November/December 2019 
CORPORATE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

(For students admitted in 2017 only) 
 

Time: 3 hours                                                                                                           Max. Marks: 60 
 

All questions carry equal marks 
***** 

SECTION – A 
(Answer the following: 05 X 10 = 50 Marks) 

 

1  Define strategy audit and explain the process of conducting strategy audit. 
OR 

2  Discuss the importance of environment analysis in IT planning in detail. 
   
3  Write a short note on emerging network business models. 

OR 
4  Differentiate between interdependence and ownership and also explain how they are helpful in 

extending the enterprise. 
   
5  What is internet working infrastructure and explain the components of it? 

OR 
6  Explain the pre-requisites for managing IT services in detail. 
   
7  What is outsourcing? Explain the importance, advantages and disadvantages of outsourcing in 

IT sector? 
OR 

8  Explain the development stages of information technology in any organization. 
   
9  Define project management and explain various project categories with their characteristics. 

OR 
10  What is technology cycle? Explain the stages of technology cycle. 
   

SECTION – B 
(Compulsory question, 01 X 10 = 10 Marks) 

11  Case study: 
        The times group has integrated various applications into its existing response network. The 

group claims major benefits and costs savings due to paperless office running on the 
organisations wide area network. The times of India, with a turnover Rs. 800 crore is one of the 
very few organisation in India to implement intranet and extend the intranet through extranet to 
other publications. 
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        The times of India (TOI) has 35 locations, with 7500 employees and 2500 desktops on a fully 

integrated group network. The information infrastructure of the TOI intranet is a mix of different 
platform. It uses silicon graphics platform and Netscape browser on the client side. The 35 
locations have silicon graphics servers with Irix 5.3 and 6.2 and ingres 6.4 backend database. 
The commercial applications are on HP 9000 at 12 locations and intranet is used for response 
department’s requirement of space booking for advertisements by data, by page and by 
columns. TOI’s main revenue stream is advertisement publications hence response 
department’s needs are critical response department uses data types. Such as text, graphics, 
images and pictures. Therefore intranet becomes logical platform for handling the space 
management across different locations. The space booking is central but publication is 
distributed. With internet in place TOI gets more revenue due to better space management. The 
benefits to TOI apart from increased revenue area as listed.  
(i) Heavy cut in STD telephone billing due to E-mail and chat facilities on the intranet. 
(ii) Heavy reduction in photocopying as new intranet is used to send copies to all locations. 
The total savings due to these two benefits alone is around Rs. 30 million. The information now 
flows in real time and no photocopying is required. The customer gets fast response on their 
order and advertisement statues. All middle level correspondence is eliminated. Functions such 
as data capturing for books of accounts and balance sheets with proper audit trails, are carried 
out an intranet. Today TOI group works on intranet, extranet and internet. 

  Questions: 
 (a) Management of technology by TOI is a value adding in operations. Comment. 
 (b) What are the basic outcomes of intranet, extranet of TOI? And how these brought integrating of 

organization activities of TOI. 
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MBA IV Semester Regular Examinations May 2019 
CORPORATE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

(For students admitted in 2017 only) 
 

Time: 3 hours                                     Max. Marks: 60 
 

All questions carry equal marks 
***** 

SECTION – A 
(Answer the following: 05 X 10 = 50 Marks) 

 

1  What is strategy analysis? Explain the importance of strategy analysis in IT planning. 
OR 

2  “Strategy tools are very important in IT planning”. Discuss. 
   

3  Discuss the difficulties involved in designing hybrid governance model. 
OR 

4  Define collaboration and explain the process and importance of building collaborative community. 
   

5  Explain about various new service models in IT alignments. 
OR 

6  Trace out the growth and importance of corporate information management in India. 
   

7  Explain the role of incremental outsourcing in managing risk. 
OR 

8  Explain the importance of managing relationships with outsourcing agencies for an organization. 
   

9  Explain the stages in project planning and control. 
OR 

10  Discuss various problems faced by the organizations in effective project management. 
 

SECTION – B 
(Compulsory Question, 01 X 10 = 10 Marks) 

11  Case study: 
       Sigma software limited is engaged in providing software services, both in India and abroad.        

It has about 2,000 employees of which about ninety percent are computer professionals with 
continuous increase in sales volume, the company adds, about 120-150 computer professional 
every year. For this purpose, the company visits the campuses of different universities and institutes 
offering computer courses. 
     The performance of the students from different universities and institutes varies significantly 
because of differences in the academic attainment of these institutions. Because of this the 
company has to spend lot of time in training some new recruits. In order to solve this problem, the 
company wants to develop a data base comprising information about different academic institutions 
offering computer courses. 
The company seeks your advice regarding the following. 

  Questions: 
 (a) What type of information that should be stored in the data base? 
 (b) How should it differentiate between different institutes? 
 (c) What is your advice regarding training of the new recruits? 

***** 


